
At first, I anticipated every session with dread. Then one day, I protected the ‘hold’
for Stacy in my calendar with everything I had. Over five years, Stacy helped my
organization develop & execute a strategic plan that resulted in tremendous growth.
She then coached me through a leadership transition, and today I am a key opinion
leader in my industry. I’m at my best because of those challenging, uncomfortable
conversations with Stacy that are necessary to bring out top performance. 

Stacy is a powerful thought leader. She advised me on the psychological research that
validates my product platform and introduced key methodologies that improved
customer experience and retention. Stacy made a lasting impact on HealthReel Inc.

Strong and clarifying guidance on the interpersonal challenges of family businesses.
Stacy brings the theory and science to problem solving, and shines at the practical
aspects of getting stuff done to progress the enterprise. A pleasure to have as an
advisor to move things forward, and she improved the interactions and governance
between our enterprise and the family with the controlling interest.

Stacy's approach gives owners all the tool and insights to
engage talent and drive results.
JODI BERG,  President and CEO, Vitamix Corporation

Marcie Finney,  CEO, Cleveland Cord Blood Center

Femi Devin Ayanbadejo Sr.,  CEO HealthReel, Entrepreneur, NFL Athlete, Writer

Jim Haught,  CEO, RI Grows, Naval Officer

Stacy is a driver. She drives you to be the best you can be. And there is no wiggle
room with her. She challenges me to look at things from different angles, reveals my
blind spots  and has certainly made me think. For every discovery, there is application.
Her confidence in clients and her demand for progress is Stacy’s secret sauce. If you
want to be challenged, if you want to grow and you want someone that is clearly in
your corner, Stacy is the coach for you. 
Anne Richards,  CEO, Goodwill Industries

Stacy’s approach put my company on the path to success in
a way I never thought possible.
BRAD SACHS, CEO More Than Gourmet, Investor
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Stacy reads the situation quickly, hears the subtext, and pieces together seemingly random
details that help me see things more clearly. Conversation with Stacy make an immediate
difference. She is the exact person I want by my side. 
Lisa Lochner, CEO at Missouri Baptist Sullivan Hospital

Stacy has a holistic/all-encompassing coaching approach. She doesn’t pull her punches, she
knows her stuff and the complexities we face regarding psychology and executive leadership.
Stacy helps people achieve better results with more resilience than they otherwise might.
Rebecca Braun, President Braun Ink, Entrepreneur, Athlete
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Even a simple conversation with Stacy is priceless.
Nick Elmi, Award-winning Chef, Restaurateur, Author

Stacy coached me to shape the emotional dynamics
throughout my company toward share success.
Tom Lix, Founder and CEO, Cleveland Whiskey

Dr. Stacy made a positive difference in my life. She got me thinking about life and moving in a
new direction. She wasn't afraid to clash with me, and quickly turned experiences into
valuable lessons. Dr. Stacy saw me for who I am, and I am grateful to know her. 
Mike Perry, Professional Athlete, Influencer, Family-man

Stacy’s method is a playbook for getting your arms around the job of leading people.
 John M. Deignan, president and CEO at Baker Hill



Elite performers must stay connected and be "all-in" and Stacy's
approach inspires us to up our game.
KATEY STONE, Head Coach Harvard Women's Ice Hockey, Head Coach 2014 U.S. Olympic
Women's Ice Hockey Team

I found Stacy on a nation-wide search. Stacy is so confident in the human spirit she took me
farther than I imagined I could go. Stacy knows how to strengthen people-dynamics so
business objectives get accomplished. Her advice continues to serve me.

Rachel Wallis,  Board Member, Wallis Companies, Advocate

Brandon Johnson,  CEO, Hagen Johnson Group, Inventor, Marathoner 

Stacy presented at a Family Business Seminar, and one slide proved conventional
approaches only look at one set of problems at a time. As our family business coach, Stacy
helped us see the matrix of challenges and where they all intersect — how they cause
problems when ignored and propel growth when prioritized. She strengthened our family
relationships, our company relationships, and helped everyone get what they wanted and
needed...all while we increased our performance numbers. Stacy infused our ecosystem with
the emotional health that improved the course of our future.

I have been working with Stacy for several years. We were going through a leadership
transition within our family-owned company. Stacy guided my brother and I though a
period of growth by helping us level-up our leadership capabilities. Stacy's guidance and
insistence strengthened our partnership and our conviction to be better every day.

Scott Fornia-Fleming,  Co-President, AIM Transportation, Military Officer

Marnie Schneider,  Ronald McDonald House Board Member, Author 

Simply put...Stacy is a powerful coach. She pushes us to develop personal awareness
needed for getting to the next level, and awakens the parts of us that has taken a hiatus.
Stacy shines a bright light on what makes us truly special! Focusing on emotional growth, she
gives direction, insights and feedback to ensure we can deal with whatever life throws our
way. We realize right away that we can tackle anything with Stacy at our side.

Stacy prods us to realize we can and must be great.
MICHAEL RIPICH,  CEO AT&F, Life Long Learner
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Stacy stands out as a high performance leadership coach who is deeply committed to her
clients personal and professional success. I valued her steadfast dedication to guiding me
toward new ways of seeing things. Through a balanced approach of strategic acumen and
motivational guidance, Stacy provided me with critical support for excelling as a leader, at
work and at home.
Lauren Cristella, CEO, Committee of Seventy

Stacy has a holistic/all-encompassing coaching approach. She doesn’t pull her punches, she
knows her stuff and the complexities we face regarding psychology and executive leadership.
Stacy helps people achieve better results with more resilience than they otherwise might.
Rebecca Braun, President Braun Ink, Entrepreneur, Athlete
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Stacy focuses us on how to be successful, while untangling us from
all of the misconceptions and failed attempts of the past.
A. Ray Dalton, founder and president, Dalton Foundation

Stacy taps into your psychology - the collection of who you are – to help shape who you
become and how you lead.
 Dan Lewis, CEO, Lobesity  

Stacy illuminates the underlying root cause of both peak
performance as well as performance gaps.
Josh Linkner, Two-Time NY Times Bestselling Author, Co-Founder; Chairman, Platypus Labs

Stacy got my mind clear from distracting and tough emotions so I could focus better on
winning. 
Zion Clark, Olympic Athlete, Motivational Speaker


